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MEDIA RELEASE 

SPIEF’21: Sber and Eurasian Resources Group to work on joint digital projects  

At the St. Petersburg International Economic Forum this year (SPIEF’21), Sber and 
Eurasian Resources Group (ERG) have signed a memorandum of understanding to 
collaborate on the digital transformation of the business. The document was signed by 
Andrey Shemetov, Senior Vice President and Head of SberCIB, and Benedikt Sobotka, 
Chief Executive Officer of Eurasian Resources Group. 

The agreement covers cooperation in a number of areas, including: 

 Creation and development of IT architecture 

 Design, implementation, customisation and scaling of solutions for the Industrial Internet 
of Things (IIoT) 

 Joint process design and implementation for HR services 

 Cybersecurity 

Andrey Shemetov, Senior Vice President, Head of SberCIB, said: “Keys to a company’s success 

today are flexibility and quick responses to customer requests and new environment. Sometimes, 

you even need to stay ahead of them. New tech and a digital environment are there to support 

these competences. Sber is among the tech leaders in Russia and CIS. One of our missions is 

to help our clients become successful and we are ready to share cutting-edge solutions with 

them, facilitate their adoption and functioning in a company. In line with the memorandum we 

have signed with Eurasian Resources Group, our old partner, we will be developing innovative 

and technological solutions. I am confident that our tech partnership with the group will be a 

fruitful and long-term one.” 

Benedikt Sobotka, Chief Executive Officer, Eurasian Resources Group, commented: “In recent 

years, we have made great progress in adopting digital solutions and have become one of the 

leading mining and metals companies in this sector. Digitisation has a significant impact on the 

regions in which ERG operates. In Kazakhstan, we are developing 'smart' factories and have 

made our business more robust and environmentally friendly thanks to modern technologies. In 

the Democratic Republic of the Congo, technologies such as blockchain are allowing us to track 

our products across the entire value chain, ensuring transparency and helping to eliminate child 

labour. The Battery Passport initiative, which the Group is developing with the Global Battery 

Alliance, provides a solution for formalising ethically sourced products. Sber is a digital global 

leader which serves as an example to emulate. We are pleased to be moving in the same 

direction as Sber and that the Group’s projects, initiatives and digitisation strategy have garnered 

interest and support from our long-term strategic partner.” 
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*** 

For additional information please contact: 

Eurasian Resources Group, Luxembourg 
press@erg.net, andrey.belov@erg.net 
www.eurasianresources.lu 

*** 

Additional Information: 

Eurasian Resources Group (ERG) is a leading diversified natural resources group with integrated mining, 
processing, energy, logistics, and marketing operations. The Group operates in 15 countries on four 
continents and is a major employer in the industry.  
 
ERG is the world’s largest high-carbon ferrochrome producer by chrome content and among the principal 
copper and cobalt suppliers. It is also one of the largest suppliers of alumina and iron ore in Eurasia and 
the only producer of high-grade aluminium in the Republic of Kazakhstan.  
 
In Kazakhstan, ERG represents one third of the metals and mining industry. It is also a key power supplier 
and a large railway operator in Central Asia. ERG manages production entities in Kazakhstan that are 
among the nation’s foremost enterprises, including Kazchrome, SSGPO, Kazakhstan Aluminium Smelter 
(KAS), Aluminium of Kazakhstan, Eurasian Energy Corporation, Shubarkol Komir, Transportation Group 
TransCom, 3-Energoortalyk and ERG Service.  
 
In Africa, ERG mines and processes copper and cobalt ore and produces copper and cobalt hydroxide. It 
has recently launched Metalkol Roan Tailings Reclamation (RTR), a major tailings reprocessing operation 
in the Democratic Republic of the Congo. Metalkol RTR has become the world’s second largest standalone 
cobalt producer and is also a large producer of copper. 
 
The Group has further development projects in thermal coal, manganese, platinum, bauxite and fluorspar 
in South Africa, Zimbabwe, Mali and Mozambique. ERG controls its own supply chain on the continent 
through its company Sabot, a North-South Corridor logistics specialist.  
 
In the State of Bahia in Brazil, ERG is pioneering an integrated mining and logistics project comprising the 
Pedra de Ferro iron ore mine, the Porto Sul deep-water port and the associated new FIOL broad-gauge 
railway.  
 
ERG is a founding member of the Global Battery Alliance launched on the platform of the World Economic 
Forum and dedicated to ensuring that there is an ethical and sustainable global supply chain for the lithium-
ion batteries that help power the Fourth Industrial Revolution and a low carbon economy, through electric 
vehicles, renewable energy technologies and smartphones. 
 
 
 
PJSC Sberbank is Russia’s largest bank and a leading global financial institution. Holding almost one-
third of aggregate Russian banking sector assets, Sberbank is the key lender to the national economy and 
one of the biggest deposit takers in Russia. The Government of the Russian Federation represented by 
the Ministry of Finance of the Russian Federation is the principal shareholder of PJSC Sberbank owning 
50% plus one voting share of the bank’s authorized capital, with the remaining 50% minus one voting share 
held by domestic and international investors. Sberbank has customers in 18 countries. The bank has a 
major distribution network in Russia with about 14,000 branches, while its international operations – 
subsidiary banks, branches, and chapters – include the UK, US, CIS, Central and Eastern Europe, India, 
China, and other countries. It holds general banking license No. 1481 dd. August 11, 2015, from the Bank 
of Russia. Official websites of the bank: www.sberbank.com (Sberbank Group website), www.sberbank.ru. 

 
On September 24, 2020, Sberbank underwent a rebranding, offering financial and non-financial services 
of the bank and Sberbank Group to individual and corporate customers. Today, the Sber ecosystem is a 
raft of services for life and daily assistance in handling pressing everyday issues for individual customers 
and businesses. The Sber ecosystem website: www.sber.ru. 
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